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 Young adults typically deactivate specific brain regions during
 active task performance. Deactivated regions overlap with those
 that show reduced resting metabolic activity in aging and demen-
 tia, raising the possibility of a relation. Here, the magnitude and

 dynamic temporal properties of these typically deactivated regions
 were explored in aging by using functional MRI in 82 participants.
 Young adults (n = 32), older adults without dementia (n = 27), and
 older adults with early-stage dementia of the Alzheimer type (DAT)
 (n = 23) were imaged while alternating between blocks of an
 active semantic classification task and a passive fixation baseline.
 Deactivation in lateral parietal regions was equivalent across
 groups; in medial frontal regions, it was reduced by aging but was
 not reduced further by DAT. Of greatest interest, a medial parietal/
 posterior cingulate region showed differences between young
 adults and older adults without dementia and an even more
 marked difference with DAT. The temporal profile of the medial
 parietal/posterior cingulate response suggested that it was ini-
 tially activated by all three groups, but the response in young
 adults quickly reversed sign, whereas DAT individuals maintained
 activation throughout the task block. Exploratory whole-brain

 analyses confirmed the importance of medial parietal/posterior
 cingulate cortex differences in aging and DAT. These results intro-
 duce important opportunities to explore the functional properties
 of regions showing deactivations, how their dynamic functional
 properties relate to their baseline metabolic rates, and how they
 change with age and dementia.

 F unctional neuroimaging studies of aging and dementia of the
 Alzheimer type (DAT) typically focus on brain regions that

 show positive activations, defined as increases in signal during an
 active task compared with a more passive baseline (1-3). Here
 we report a systematic exploration of aging- and DAT-related
 differences in negative activations, or deactivations, defined as
 decreases in signal during the task as compared with baseline.

 In young adults, a specific set of regions consistently shows
 deactivation that generalizes across a wide range of tasks and
 stimulus modalities, and has been detected by using both
 positron emission tomography and functional MRI (4-7). These
 commonly deactivated regions include large sections of the
 lateral parietal cortex, the medial parietal cortex (including
 posterior cingulate and precuneus), and the medial frontal
 cortex (6, 7). The functional significance of these deactivations
 remains unclear. One current hypothesis is that the regions
 involved constitute a "default network" supporting processes
 more active during passive- than active-task conditions (8).
 Suggested default activities include monitoring the environment,
 monitoring one's internal state and emotions, and various forms
 of undirected thought. Engaging in a goal-directed, active task
 may redirect processing resources from default activities to
 task-specific processes and regions.

 Several lines of evidence support the idea of a default network.
 First, both the medial frontal and the medial parietal/posterior
 cingulate cortex show high resting metabolism as measured by
 using fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (8, 9).
 Second, a recent study found high temporal correlations in blood
 oxygenation level-dependent signal fluctuations during passive

 conditions across the medial frontal, lateral parietal, and medial
 parietal/posterior cingulate cortex, implying functional connec-
 tivity (10). Third, deactivation magnitudes increase with task
 difficulty, suggesting increased diversion of attention from de-
 fault processing to task-related processing (7). Finally, active
 tasks designed to target processes thought to be ongoing in the
 default state can produce positive activations in these regions of
 the cortex. For example, dorsal medial frontal aspects of the
 network can be activated in tasks requiring reference to one's
 internal state or emotions (11, 12).

 Relevant to aging research, regions corresponding to those
 that show functional deactivations in young adults show reduced
 resting metabolism (measured by using fluorodeoxyglucose
 positron emission tomography) with aging, and this hypometab-
 olism is even more pronounced in DAT (13-17). For example,
 a large multicenter study (n = 505) found inverse correlations
 between age and resting metabolism in the medial frontal cortex
 for adults without dementia (15). Hypometabolism in the lateral
 parietal cortex and posterior cingulate was associated with
 dementia severity in DAT participants, but not with aging.
 DAT-associated resting hypometabolism in posterior cortical
 regions is found so consistently that it has been proposed as an
 early diagnostic marker of the disease (16, 17).

 The medial parietal/posterior cingulate cortex, near the ret-
 rosplenial cortex, has dense reciprocal connections with medial
 temporal regions (18) that are involved in memory function and
 that are the earliest and most prominent sites of pathology in
 Alzheimer's disease (19). Studies in both animals and humans
 show that lesions including the entorhinal and perirhinal cortex
 lead to reduced posterior cingulate resting metabolism similar to
 that seen in DAT (20-24). It has been suggested that posterior
 cortical regions, in particular, the posterior cingulate and pre-
 cuneus, may be involved in memory function, and that DAT-
 related hypometabolism may ref lect memory impairment

 (25-29).
 Despite extensive findings that these regions show functional

 deactivations in young adults, and reduced resting metabolism in
 old age and DAT, little is known about their dynamic activity
 profiles, or how their functional characteristics may differ in old
 age and DAT. In the present study, young adults, older adults
 without dementia, and older adults with early-stage DAT were
 imaged while they alternated between a passive fixation baseline
 condition and an active semantic classification task shown to
 promote memory for words (30). Semantic classification tasks
 are often associated with greater positive activation responses in
 nondemented aging and DAT relative to young adults, possibly
 reflecting compensation for increased task difficulty (1-3, 31).
 Here, the focus is on the magnitude and temporal profile of
 activity in frontal and parietal regions where young adults
 typically show deactivations.

 Abbreviations: CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; DAT, dementia of the Alzheimer type; BA,

 Brodmann area.
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 Table 1. Demographic and performance variables

 Young Old DAT

 (n = 32) (n = 27) (n = 23)

 Female/male 15/17 17/10 8/15

 Age* 22.0 (0.6) 76.1 (1.7) 77.0 (1.3)

 Education, yr 15.4 (0.6) 14.2 (0.6)
 MMSEt 29.0 (0.2) 26.0 (0.7)
 WAIS informationt 21.0 (0.9) 17.6 (1.1)

 WAIS block designt 32.3 (1.8) 25.6 (2.1)
 WAIS digit symbolt 47.3 (2.1) 36.3 (2.6)

 Boston namingt 56.1 (0.7) 50.7 (1.4)
 Word fluency (S + P)t 32.9 (2.0) 25.8 (2.0)
 WMS mental controlt 7.6 (0.3) 6.5 (0.4)
 WMS digit span 5.0 (0.2) 4.1 (0.2)

 (backward)t

 WMS logical memoryt 9.8 (0.9) 6.4 (0.6)
 Reaction time, ms* 934.5 (20.6) 1,081.9 (32.4) 1,159.0 (33.4)

 Classification accuracy, 90.0 (0.5) 85.4 (1.6) 80.3 (2.0)
 % *t

 Corrected recognition, 78.0 (2.2) 62.5 (3.6) 31.2 (5.2)
 0/ *t

 Means and standard errors (in parentheses) for demographic and perfor-
 mance variables. MMSE, Mini Mental State Evaluation; WAIS, Wechsler Adult
 Intelligence Scale; WMS, Wechsler Memory Scale. Variables with values for all

 three groups were analyzed by using one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc
 ttests. Variables with values only for the older adult groups were analyzed by
 using independentsample ttests. *, significant difference between young and
 old without dementia; t, significant difference between old without demen-

 tia and old with DAT, P < 0.05.

 Methods

 Subjects. Eighty-nine subjects participated in the study. Data
 from seven subjects (two young adults, four older adults without
 dementia, and one DAT participant) were excluded because
 their data fell more than 3 SDs away from the mean for their
 group. Clinical and demographic data for the included subjects
 are presented in Table 1. Young adults were Washington Uni-
 versity students or staff. Older adults were recruited from the
 Washington University Alzheimer's Disease Research Center
 and classified by using the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR)
 scale (32) as nondemented (CDR = 0) or in the early stages of
 DAT (19 participants with CDR = 0.5, four participants with
 CDR = 1). Although several of our DAT participants had
 cognitive test scores that might qualify for classification as mild
 cognitive impairment, a CDR score of 0.5 or greater in this
 sample is highly predictive of Alzheimer's disease, both in
 clinical progression and neuropathologic diagnosis at autopsy
 (33). All testing was conducted within guidelines established by
 the Washington University Human Studies Committee.

 Imaging Methods. Images were collected by using a 1.5T Siemens
 Vision scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Cushions, a
 plastic face mask, and headphones were used to reduce move-
 ment, dampen scanner noise, and communicate with the par-
 ticipant. Stimuli were projected (AmPro model LCD-150, Mel-
 bourne, FL) onto a screen at the head of the bore and viewed by
 a mirror attached to the head coil. Participants were fitted for
 MR1-compatible lenses based on autorefractor readings (Marko
 Technologies, model 760A, Jacksonville, FL) and subjective
 report of improved acuity. Participants not in need of vision
 correction wore plain lenses. Behavioral responses were col-
 lected by using a fiber-optic button-press device held in both
 hands.

 Each scanning session began with a scout image to center the
 field of view on the brain, followed by a high-resolution (1 x 1 x
 1.25 mm) structural Ti-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid

 gradient echo sequence (MPRAGE) [repetition time (TR) = 9.7
 ms; echo time (TE) = 4 s; flip angle = 10; inversion time (TI) =
 20 ms; delay time (TD) = 200 ms]. Two functional runs followed
 using an asymmetric spin-echo sequence sensitive to blood
 oxygenation level-dependent contrast (TR = 2.5 s; T2* evolution
 time = 50 ms). Each functional run acquired 76 sequential
 whole-brain image acquisitions (16 8-mm-thick contiguous
 slices, 3.75 x 3.75 mm in-plane resolution, aligned with the
 anterior-posterior commissure plane).

 The first four image acquisitions of each run were excluded
 from analysis. The remaining 72 image acquisitions (hereafter
 referred to as time points) alternated between blocks of 9 passive
 baseline trials and 12 active task trials. During baseline blocks,
 subjects fixated a continuous, centrally presented crosshair.
 During task blocks, subjects made semantic classification judg-
 ments on visually presented words (2,000-ms duration; 500-ms
 intertrial interval), pressing a right-hand button if a word
 represented a living thing or a left-hand button if it represented
 something nonliving. They were not instructed to try to remem-
 ber the words presented during this task, but it nonetheless
 promotes effective incidental encoding (30). Immediately after
 the two task runs, participants completed an old/new recogni-
 tion test in which previously presented words were randomly
 intermixed with an equal number of new words. Recognition
 data were lost for one young adult.

 Functional MRI Analysis. Functional data were first preprocessed to
 correct for slice timing, odd/even slice intensity differences,
 head movement, and differences in whole-brain intensity by
 using procedures similar to Logan et al. (31). Individual subject
 data were transformed into stereotaxic atlas space (34, 35) and
 resampled to 2-mm3 isotropic voxels. The atlas-representative
 target image was composed of a merged young-adult/older-adult
 reference. This target-image strategy minimizes systematic age
 differences in the atlas location of cortical structures.** The
 atlas-transformed image for each subject was checked against a
 reference average to ensure appropriate registration.

 After preprocessing, magnitude estimates were computed for
 each person based on an implementation of the general linear
 model (see ref. 36). Task-related activity was modeled as an
 extended gamma function (37) with a mean and slope coded for
 each run. The model was computed for each voxel separately,
 resulting in magnitude estimates for each subject for task versus
 baseline. Magnitude estimates were scaled to percent signal
 change and entered into a priori regional analyses and also
 map-wise exploratory analyses that used a mixed-effects model.

 Four a priori regions were defined on a separate large sample
 of young adults pooled across several studies of intentional
 memory encoding (ref. 38; see also ref. 31). Peak locations of
 activation or deactivation served as region seed points, and
 regions were defined to include all significant voxels with the
 same sign within 12 mm. Regions are labeled by their approxi-
 mate Brodmann area (BA; based on ref. 34). The left frontal
 region (BA 44/6; x, y, and z peak location = -43, 3, and 32) is
 activated during controlled processing tasks using verbal mate-
 rials. It was selected to test whether the current data replicate
 typical findings of preserved or increased positive activation for
 older adults without dementia and with DAT in semantic
 classification tasks (1-3, 31). The other regions were selected
 because they show deactivation across many cognitive tasks
 (4-7). These regions included a lateral parietotemporal region
 (BA 40; peak 45, -73, 38), a medial frontal region (BA 10; peak
 1, 37, 6), and a medial parietal/posterior cingulate region (BA
 31; values averaged around left- and right-hemisphere peaks,

 **Snyder, A. Z., Morris, J. C., Williams, L. & Buckner, R. L. (2002) Neurobiol. Aging 23, 1337
 (abstr.).
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 Fig. 1. Regional analyses showing effects of age and dementia. (Left) Regions are projected onto an inflated representation of the cortex (40) and include left
 frontal cortex BA 44/6 (A), right lateral parietal cortex BA 40 (8), medial frontal cortex BA 10 (C), and medial parietal/posterior cingulate cortex BA 31 (D).
 References to specific BAs are tentative and used as a heuristic based on ref. 34. Mean magnitude estimates with standard error bars for activity in each region
 for each group are shown in Center, followed by the mean time courses of blood oxygenation level-dependent signal across active task and passive fixation
 baseline conditions for each group in Right. Note reversed sign of net response and altered time course in the posterior cingulate region (D).

 -11, -31, 39; 11, -35, 38). Magnitude estimates for these

 regions were computed for each subject in the current study and

 served as the dependent measure for ANOVA.
 The temporal profile of activity within each region was plotted

 without temporal smoothing or other secondary modeling (38).
 Values for each task block and its subsequent baseline block
 were averaged first within each subject and then across subjects
 within a group to produce the time courses shown in Fig. 1.
 Normalization to correct for individual differences in signal
 intensity was achieved by setting the mean of the first four points
 of the initial baseline block (not included in the averages) to
 1,000.

 Results

 Behavioral data are shown in Table 1. The groups differed in
 response time for the semantic classification task [F(2, 79) =
 16.68, P < 0.0001]. The older adults without dementia were

 slower than the young adults [t(57) = 3.96, P < 0.0005], as were
 the DAT participants [t(53) = 6.03, P < 0.0001], but the two
 older adult groups did not differ significantly [t(48) = 1.65, P =
 0.11]. Group differences also occurred in classification accuracy
 [F(2, 79) = 12.35, P < 0.0001]. The older adults without
 dementia were less accurate than were the young adults [t(57) =
 2.98, P < 0.005], and DAT participants were less accurate than

 the older adults without dementia [t(48) = 2.03, P < 0.05].
 However, all groups achieved at least 80% accuracy overall. This
 contrasts with the results for the recognition memory test, where

 the DAT participants performed very poorly. Large group
 differences occurred in recognition memory [F(2, 78) = 46.57,
 P < 0.0001]. Older adults without dementia had worse memory
 performance than young adults [t(56) = 3.77, P < 0.0005], and
 DAT participants were additionally worse than older adults
 without dementia [t(48) = 5.39, P < 0.0001].

 Examination of functional activation patterns suggested dif-
 ferences associated with aging and DAT. Fig. 1 illustrates the a
 priori regions, along with the mean estimates of signal change
 and the temporal profile of signal change within them. The left
 frontal region (BA 44/6) was chosen because it typically shows
 positive activation in tasks involving controlled verbal processing
 and has been associated with preserved or even greater activa-
 tion in aging and DAT (1-3, 31). We found positive activations
 in this region that differed between the groups [F(2, 79) = 9.21,
 P < 0.001]. The group differences were largely due to age. The
 older adults without dementia showed greater activation than

 did the young adults [t(57) = 3.66, P < 0.001], as did the DAT
 [t(53) = 3.70, P < 0.001], but the two older adult groups did not
 differ (t < 1).

 The three remaining regions (BA 40, BA 10, and BA 31) were
 chosen because they correspond to regions typically showing
 functional deactivation in young adults and reduced resting
 metabolism in aging and DAT (4-10, 13-17). They were first
 entered into an omnibus group X region ANOVA, which found
 a significant interaction [F(4, 158) = 3.10, P < 0.05]. The
 significant group X region interaction suggests that various

 14506 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2235925100 Lustig et al.
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 group-dependent effects exist within these regions that are not
 likely to be artifacts of systematic, main-effect group differences
 in hemodynamic response properties (39). One-way ANOVAs
 followed by specific t tests were next used to compare group
 values for each region.

 There were no group differences in activation for BA 40 (P =
 0.30). BA 10 showed an effect of group [F(2, 79) = 5.666, P <
 0.001], which was largely driven by age. The older adults without
 dementia showed less deactivation in this region than did the
 young adults [t(57) = 3.19, P < 0.01], as did the DAT participants
 [t(53) = 2.40, P < 0.05], but the two older adult groups did not
 differ (t < 1).

 The most intriguing results were found for the medial parietal/
 posterior cingulate region (BA 31), which showed a significant
 effect of group [F(2, 79) = 33.98, P < 0.0001]. Marked quan-
 titative and qualitative differences were observed between the
 groups. Specifically, young adults showed deactivations, a pat-
 tern notably different from either the older adults without
 dementia [t(57) = 5.93, P < 0.0001], or DAT participants
 [t(53) = 7.88, P < 0.0001]. The group without dementia showed
 a trend toward positive activation that was only marginally
 different from zero (P = 0.09). The DAT group had positive
 activations that were significantly greater than those shown by
 the group without dementia [t(48) = 2.51, P < 0.05].

 Correlational analyses within the groups did not reveal a
 relation between behavioral measures and deactivation magni-
 tudes for any of the regions. However, BA 10, which showed an
 effect of age in the group comparisons, also showed a significant
 correlation with age within the older adult group without
 dementia, such that increasing age associated with a trend away
 from deactivations toward positive activations (r = .58, P <
 0.005). The majority (8 of 11) of participants without dementia
 who were older than 80 years of age had magnitude estimates
 with a positive sign.

 To consider whether our results were influenced by gender, we
 replicated the ANOVAs on subsets matched for gender (eight
 females and eight males per group). The two older adult
 subgroups were matched as closely as possible for age, although
 the DAT (78.0 + 1.4 years) were slightly older than those without
 dementia (74.6 + 1.5 years). All patterns remained the same but,
 in some cases, failed to reach statistical significance because of
 the reduced power associated with smaller groups.

 The temporal profile of activity within each region is plotted
 in Fig. 1 Right. Of most interest is the difference between the
 time courses for BA 31 and BA 40. BA 40 showed an initial
 decrease and sustained deactivation relative to baseline through-
 out the task block for all groups. In contrast, BA 31 showed an
 initial increase at the beginning of the task block. For young
 adults, the time course quickly reversed sign and was lower than
 baseline for the remainder of the task block, replicating the
 pattern shown by Konishi et al. (38). For older adults without
 dementia, the subsequent decrease was roughly equivalent to
 baseline levels. Strikingly, the DAT maintained the increase and
 thus had a net positive activation throughout the task block.

 Exploratory whole-brain analyses were next performed to
 confirm and extend the a priori regional analyses. Fig. 2 presents
 statistical activation maps projected onto lateral and medial
 surfaces (41). Both older adult groups show robust positive
 activations, but only sparse deactivations. An ANOVA compar-
 ing the three groups (Fig. 3) revealed a significant and extensive
 difference in the medial parietal/posterior cingulate cortex,
 overlapping with the region showing notable aging and DAT
 effects in the a priori analyses. The medial parietal/posterior
 cingulate cortex was the site of some of the largest group
 differences found throughout the brain. Pairwise comparisons
 (not shown) revealed that it was the site of large group differ-
 ences between the young adult group and either older adult

 +7.00 -7.00

 +2.58 -2.58 ^
 Z VALUES

 YNG OLD DAT

 Fig. 2. Statistical activation maps for young, old, and DAT groups. Warm

 colors (red, yellow) show positive activations; cool colors (blues) show deac-

 tivations. Brighter colors indicate areas of greater statistical significance.

 (Upper) The left lateral cortical surface for each group. (Lower) The right

 medial surface. These maps complement the a priori statistical analyses shown

 in Fig. 1. Because different numbers of subjects contribute to each of the maps

 in the current figure, apparent differences in z scores across the groups should
 not be quantitatively interpreted.

 group and between the older adults without dementia and with
 DAT.

 Inspection of the group statistical activation maps in Fig. 2
 raised the question of whether the DAT participants showed
 significant positive activations in medial parietal/posterior cin-
 gulate regions or simply a failure of deactivation. To address this
 question, we generated two additional, post hoc bihemispheric
 regions of interest based on peak locations of group differences
 identified in the group ANOVA shown in Fig. 3. The first (peaks
 -9,-35, 40 and 7, -29, 40) was located somewhat more
 specifically in posterior cingulate gyrus than our a priori region,
 and was chosen because the posterior cingulate is a frequent
 focus in fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography stud-
 ies of aging and DAT (13-17). A second, more dorsal and
 posterior region located primarily in precuneus (peaks -7, -49,
 52 and 9, -43, 44) was included because it contained the medial
 cortex voxels of highest significance in the between-group com-
 parisons.

 Magnitude estimates obtained for these post hoc regions
 revealed similar results as those found for the a priori medial
 parietal/posterior cingulate region. Young adults showed deac-
 tivations, older adults had slightly positive magnitude estimates
 with values near zero, and DAT participants showed positive
 activations with absolute magnitudes approximately as large as
 the deactivations shown by young adults. Importantly, for both
 the posterior cingulate and precuneus regions, the DAT partic-
 ipants' activation magnitudes were significantly above zero (the

 7.00

 2.58

 Z VALUES

 Fig. 3. Map of statistically significant group differences across the brain.
 Brighter colors indicate areas of greater statistical significance. Note that the

 medial parietal/posterior cingulate cortex showing large group differences
 here overlaps heavily with the BA 31 region showing robust group differences
 in the a priori analyses (compare with Fig. 1D).
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 P value was <0.005 for both). Thus, while they await replication,
 the current results suggest that the medial parietal/posterior
 cingulate cortex, consistently associated with functional deacti-
 vation in young adults, is associated with small but significant
 positive functional activation in older adults in the beginning
 stages of DAT.

 Discussion

 The present study found marked age- and DAT-related differ-
 ences in brain regions that are associated with functional deac-
 tivation in young adults (4-10). In particular, the medial pari-
 etal/posterior cingulate cortex showed DAT-specific differences
 that were linked to positive, sustained activation. The details of
 these findings, how they relate to our understanding of default
 states, and their implications for characterizing and detecting
 DAT are discussed below.

 Although medial frontal, lateral parietal, and medial pari-
 etal/posterior cingulate regions are often described as a
 network mediating resting state or "default" cognitive pro-
 cessing in passive conditions (4-10), several dissociations
 among them were noted. Even within the young adult group,
 these regions had distinct time courses: The lateral parietal
 region showed a time course inverse of that often found for
 positive activations, with a decrease at the onset of the active
 task that was maintained through its duration. In contrast, the
 medial parietal/posterior cingulate region showed an initial
 increase in activation that in young adults quickly reversed to
 below-baseline levels. More obvious were the group-based
 differences. The lateral parietal cortex was similarly deacti-
 vated for all groups, medial frontal cortex deactivations were
 reduced in old age but did not show further reduction in DAT,
 and the medial parietal/posterior cingulate showed activity in
 opposite directions for young adults versus the DAT partici-
 pants. The reduced deactivations in the older adult groups are
 especially surprising, given that the performance data sug-
 gested that they found the task more difficult than did the
 young adults. In young adults, greater task difficulty is usually
 associated with greater deactivation (7).

 The medial parietal/posterior cingulate cortex was the site of
 the largest and most intriguing differences between the groups.
 Compared with the young adults, DAT participants showed
 activity that was equivalent in magnitude but opposite in sign.
 Furthermore, group differences were also easily observed in the
 time courses. Whereas young adults showed decreases in this
 region after a transient initial activation, DAT participants
 maintained an above-baseline activation throughout the task
 period. The magnitude of the DAT participants' medial pari-
 etal/posterior cingulate activation is not as large as for the left
 frontal region, which is also associated with positive activations
 in young adults; future investigations using DAT participants
 should inspect medial parietal/posterior cingulate regions care-
 fully to determine the specific quantitative properties of the
 DAT pattern.

 Functional activation of the medial parietal/posterior cingu-
 late in DAT may at first seem counterintuitive, given its strong

 association with DAT-related reductions in resting metabolism
 (13-17). However, in the schizophrenia literature there are also
 reports of patients showing functional activations in regions
 where control subjects show deactivations and that correspond
 to regions where patients have reduced resting metabolism
 (41-43). Taken together, these patterns suggest that the relation
 between functional activity patterns and resting metabolism
 needs further investigation.

 We suspect that DAT-related changes in the medial parietal/
 posterior cingulate cortex are related to damage of the entorhi-
 nal/perirhinal cortex (19). As described, medial temporal re-
 gions are a major source of projections to the medial parietal/
 posterior cingulate, and their disruption leads to medial
 parietal/posterior cingulate hypometabolism in both humans
 and animals (18, 20-24). The DAT-related activation in the
 current study might thus reflect a loss of regulation or functional
 inhibition. Alternatively, it may reflect compensation for dam-
 age to the medial temporal regions, perhaps by recruitment of
 alternative posterior attention networks (44). Regarding to the
 possibility of compensation, a recent study of a patient with
 amnesia suggests that connections from this region to the medial
 temporal and frontal lobe regions may play an increased role in
 memory processing after medial temporal lobe damage (45).

 The age- and DAT-related differences in functional deacti-
 vation reported here represent a new class of "senior-specific"
 functional activity patterns complementary to age- and DAT-
 related differences in positive activation (1-3). These findings
 make connections between the existing literature on age- and
 DAT-related differences in resting-brain metabolism (13-17),
 and the rapidly growing literature on task-related deactivations
 in young adults (4-12). DAT-related changes in medial parietal/
 posterior cingulate cortex activation provide a candidate marker
 that may aid detection and monitor progression of Alzheimer's
 disease. It will be of particular interest to determine whether
 such changes can serve as a preclinical marker for Alzheimer's
 disease, and whether those individuals without dementia who
 show atypical activation patterns are more likely to convert to
 dementia. Changes in deactivation patterns have also been
 reported in other populations whose brain function differs from
 that of healthy young adults, including patients with amnesia.
 schizophrenia, or fragile X syndrome (42, 45-47). In conclusion,
 these results introduce important opportunities to explore the
 functional properties of regions showing deactivations, how their
 dynamic functional properties relate to their baseline metabolic
 rates, and how they change with age and dementia.
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